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A course by AimHi Earth

The tide has turned

Organisations and iniestors worldwide are recognising the unaioidable 

risks but also the potential opportunities of climate change. 

 EOs haie alreadn started to see the benefts of going  green’, from 

reputational adiantage and new product or seriice opportunities, to 

goiernment and fnancial incentiies.

Furthermore, goiernment commitments to sustainabilitn will impact 

how businesses operate as we transition into a greener economn.

A time of crisis can be a time of opportunitn, but onln to those who 

innoiate earln. Bn understanding the crisis,  EOs can build resilient, 

futureproof snstems, manage the risks, grow their compann’s long-term 

ialue, and increase emplonee performance. 
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“Taking efectiie action can turn risk 

into competitiie adiantage � delan 

is not a strategn.” 

-  ccinsen    ompann

“ ompanies that don’t adapt@

[to climate change] will go bankrupt 

without question.”

-  ark  arnen, Yoiernor of the Bank of England

http://www.aimhi.earth
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Vital for future success 

A world-class company needs 

world-class climate education. Position 

yourself as a green leader by ensuring 

your teams are well-informed.

Manage risks

5/5 of the World Economic Forum’s top 

long-term risks in their 2020 Global 

Risks Report are due to climate change.

Grow in value

$2.1 tn is the value of climate-related 

opportunities estimated for 225 of the 

world’s 500 biggest companies (vs. 

costs of $311 bn).

Energise employees

2/3 of people prefer to work for 

socially-inclined companies. Employee 

turnover can be halved when 

employees feel engaged in socially 

valuable projects.

Lead the market 

81% of millennials expect companies to 

make a public commitment to corporate 

citizenship. 94% of Gen-Z think 

companies should address critical 

issues like climate change.

http://www.aimhi.earth


What sets us apart

AimHi Earth runs industry-leading, fexible and tailored courses 

to educate, empower and inspire innovation.

Delivered across 1-4 modular lessons, the course will cover:
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Our climate course is:

1 Informed by the latest science

2 Backed by top insitutions

3 Led by experts

4 Tailored to your company or sector

5 Run during work hours or post-work hours

6 Accompanied by thorough resource materials

7 Focused on the UN Sustainable Development Goals

8 Trusted and en�oyed by a�endees

Ecology

Pollution

Economics

Business

Psychology

Communications

Solutions

Actions

We also offer certiifcation to employees who complete the course.
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Partners & 
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Our stats speak for themselves

100%

said they would recommend our course to others

97%

said that our course led to them discussing climate 

and nature with others more regularly and with 

more impact

97%

said they felt more empowered and ready to be a 

catalyst for change

9�%

said our course increased their condence more 

than they expected it to

When asked to rate the clarity of 

explanations, the average score was

9/10

AimHi • Excellent

4.9
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What are you doing to give your 

company the edge?

Be at the forefront of green initiatives and 

well-informed employees.

Secure your slot by contacting us on 

team@aimhi.co
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